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TOWN SURVEY RESULTS 

1. How would you rate the quality of life in the Town of Castor (on a scale of 1 – 10 with 1 being 
poor and 10 being excellent)? Please include your comments/reason for your answer.  

Comments: 

 “Cats need to be controlled and licensed like dogs” 

 “Better upkeep in the parks, picking up grass and mowing under objects instead of just around.    

Street sweeper seems to leave big clumps of dirt on the street. Fix sludge problem in ponds.” 

 “I love Castor. I think we are very fortunate to say we come from Castor.” 

 “Town is beautiful and has most amenities and is very safe and quiet.” 

 “SPEED BUMPS should be added on 49th Ave in front of Parkview Drive. I have kids and traffic is 

way too fast. ”   

 “Old abandoned buildings and yards need tending. Some of the town property behind residents 

yards need to be tended to. Especially in the back alleys. Most of us take care of that and some 

just say it’s not their responsibility. 

 In the length of time I have been here, I would say it’s been excellent! I am 93 years old on 

October 15, 2016 so it’s not going to change much for me.” 
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2. Please rate the following services we currently provide (on a scale of 1-10 with 1 being poor 

and 10 being excellent). 

 
Comments: 

 “More direction for the summer students from hear maintenance person needed.”  

 “I still believe that our summer work students need more adult supervision and accountability. 

Hire one of two less students and a part/full time supervisor.”  (mentioned many times in 

comments)  

 “It would be great to see the library more involved in community through programming and 

education. Museum needs to have something to draw people in.” 

 Town Office Services 

o “Town office hours should be open later to accommodate out of town workers who 

work away from town.” 

o “A very accommodating town office” 

 Safety 

o “Great job! Would love more police presence, but realize it would be difficult. Everyone 

is doing excellent.” 
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o “More security cameras would always be an improvement. Act as a deterrent.” 

 Parks and Playgrounds 

o “Playground needs spraying for dandelions and sand maintenance.” 

 Arena 

o  “Arena should be used during summer for public use of have regular public functions” 

 Pool 

o The pool seems to be running far better this year compared to a few previous years.” 

 Road Maintenance and Snow Removal 

o  “Potholes should be fixed on a regular basis.”  

o “Always more to do on road maintenance. Best snow removal anywhere. Maintenance 

staff always more than cooperative.” 

o “There are very few continuous sidewalks that have wheelchair access in the town. 

Most roads will have one access for a wheelchair and then the other side of the road 

does not. It would be good to know outside of the minutes, of the town meeting, what 

the plan is for road updates and maintenance in the coming years” 

 Garbage Pick-up  

o “Once a year service of large garbage pickup was cut, a service that most cities offer 

once or twice a year.  

 Utilities 

o “The town seems to deal with sewer/water problems instead of maintaining the system 

on a regular basis.” 

o “Taxes and utilities are high.” (mentioned many times in comments) 

 

3. The Town is considering a recycling pick-up one day each week. Would you be in favour of this 

and what would you be willing to pay per month for that service? 
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Comments: 

 “I don’t use garbage disposal service, if I could swap the service charge I’d be 100% in.” 

 “$5 - $15 per month” (general consensus from those who say yes) 

  “A central drop off in town would be excellent. House to house service would be difficult and 

expensive to implement.” 

  “We don’t need more fees” (mentioned many times in comments) 

 “We look after our own recycling.” (mentioned many times in comments) 

 “We don’t have much for recycle but guess it may work with pickups maybe 1 or 2 days a 

month.” 

 

4. Are the monthly newsletter informative enough; what would you like to see added or 

removed? 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Comments: 

 “Lacks council news.” 

 “With attendance being sporadic and members often only loosely associated, it would be nice to 

have church service times.” 

 “I would like to see them outside the town office. I have no reason to go to the town office so I 

don’t get one. Perhaps if they were available at the grocery store.” 

 “It would be nice to see readers digest version of the bylaws in problem areas and to inform 

residents that bylaws do exist. Some have been put in but they should be in on a continual 

basis.” 

 

 



5. Swimming Pool & Arena – How can we improve these facilities? 

Arena: 

 “Work needs to be done on kitchen and dressing rooms.” 

 “An outdoor arena would increase ice time for those who don’t happen to be playing or 

practicing in the main arena.” 

 “Have family skating during evening hours for parents that work.” 

 “Arena needs to be painted / outside spruced up.” 

 “Arena needs to be more senior and disabled friendly. Bathrooms are atrocious! Would be great 

to watch from inside. Otherwise has been clean and well managed.” (many comments on 

upgrades where people mentioned that they understand the cost issues) 

 “More opportunity for non-hockey programs.” 

 “Allow to be used during the summer for other purposes.” 

 “Wheel chair and stroller accessible.” 

 “Stairs are difficult – needs railings.” 

Pool: 

 Spray park, hot tub, kiddy pool, outdoor showers, and indoor facility all mentioned in multiple 

comments. 

 “The floors in the change rooms are too slippery.” 

 *insert long rant over the danger of the slide for small children due to steep steps* 

 “The toilet areas in the change rooms are in need of updating. The black top around the pool is 

extremely hot to walk on.” 

 “Love the pool Facebook page with up to date info!” 

 “A new paint job on the north wall would help! The staff this year is terrific! The aqua fit 

program is great!” 

 “Pool should be open until 9:00 pm all week other than just Monday so that workers could go 

after back home from their day at work.” 

 “Keep Tara! Pool condition and mechanicals seem excellent! It pays to maintain what you have.” 

 “It is an excellent and well run pool this year! There have been issues in the past! Many great 

additions this year with programs.” 

 

6. Recreation Programs – What do you like or dislike; what would you like to see added? 

 Road hockey tournament, soccer, basketball, Skateboard Park, summer camps (archery 

canoeing, fishing), pickle ball, gymnastics, and senior fitness programs were all mentioned 

throughout the comments, but focused mostly on soccer. 

  “In general I would like to see people encouraged to walk or bike in town. Too many people 

drive.” 

 *multiple calls to leave 3Cs 

 “Get the young from grade five and up involved with curling.” 



  “Pals Park is pretty but the equipment is old. It would be great to see it replaced with the 

outdoor exercise equipment for all to use. A spray park is a good idea and a musical instrument 

kid’s park.” 

 “I dislike that the cost of operations of the facilities is so disproportionate between town and 

county – we vastly subsidize county residents who use our facilities.” 

 

7. The next election is in October 2017; Council is considering an election of 7 Councillors and 

choosing a Mayor out of the 7 Councillors rather than a separate vote for each; the Mayor and 

the Council. We are interested in your opinion. 

 Approximately 50 people are open to allowing the 7 councillors choose the mayor and 

approximately 25 people would like to keep two separate votes. 

 “It seems to me that the role of mayor carries responsibilities above and beyond that of a 

councillor so I think mayor needs to be separate.” 

 “This is a good idea. Perhaps a cap on how many terms councillors can serve for to allow for new 

and progressive councils to rule.” 

 “The election of 7 councillors and choosing a mayor from the 7 is an excellent idea as no one 

seems to want to run for the mayor and Mr. Devloo wanted to retire last term.” 

 “I favour the 7 elected councillors choosing the mayor for 2 reasons. 1. We could lose excellent 

people if they run for mayor and lose. 2. Stops people who want to be mayor but are not 

interested in really serving the community.” 

 “If the councillors pick the mayor it could be about who you know, not what you know.” 

 “Sounds good! Many thanks to the people who serve and are so very helpful and gracious.” 

 

8. We are now in year three of our boulevard tree program; do you have any concerns or 

comments with the program? 

 “I love the variety – well chosen.” 

  “Keep Castor well treed, like the sponsoring the tree program.” 

 “Get rid of elm trees.” 

 “Plant the trees in a straight line.” 

 “I would like to see the dead trees removed and the healthy ones trimmed back like they were 

years ago and the fuzz problem in the spring would be sovled.” 

 “Would be nice to see variety (especially in spring and fall colours) – but this may be impractical 

or expensive.” 

 “You are cutting down too many trees too fast. Plant first.” 

 “The program should be spread over a longer period of time to allow the new trees to mature 

more before others are cut down.” 

 “I hope that the east side of the boulevard street is next as the roots are coming through the 

grass and is very hard to mow.” 

 “Proceed as you are. A great program providing a variety of trees and removing the poplar fuzz.” 

 “Would be good to see fruit trees and bushed planted.” 

 “As planting tree is expensive, staff should be trained to support them properly.” 



9. Our Town website is www.castor.ca. What suggestions can you give to improve it? 

 “It needs to be kept up to date. E.g.: it’s July and there’s no info on the creek.” 

 “The background picture needs to go as it is hard to read the words in the drop down boxes.” 

 “Have the menus bigger and more accessible for mobile devices. Not as many picture of the 

cemetery.” 

 “Needs cleaner look, more relevant and up-to-date information.” 

 “The website is hard to read and difficult to navigate. Ponoka has a great website and might be a 

good example of how we can change ours.” 

 “The points of interest could be mentioned e.g. museum, drug store museum, hospital. A list of 

businesses could be mentioned also, not by name but by the type e.g. electricians, plumbers, 

cement.” 

 “Have and e-service tax roll so that we can search our tax notice online.” 

 “Council minutes up to date. Any town news or emergencies should be posted.” 

 “Castor Creek says to check back in the spring. Castor Creek is listed twice under Rec Facilities.” 

 

10. Council has been approached to allow poultry within Town limits. If they are allowed, an 

animal Bylaw would be prepared to regulate them. Please give us your thoughts on this. 

 Approximately 40 people are for chickens and approximately 55 are against chickens. 

 “Chickens are cleaner than dogs because they aren’t in neighbours’ yards.” 

 My experience would be that people can be initially enthusiastic and buy the chickens, find it 

too much work, lose interest, end up with a mess.” 

 The cost to enforce the bylaw should be shouldered by the people with poultry, careful here… 

Next thing people will want a couple cute little pigs in town; you may have to address a smell 

issue… DON’T start down this NO win path, NO should be the direct simple answer.” 

 “No objection to poultry – set maximum allowed, define chicken coup size and construction 

type. Place a limit on how close to adjacent properties allowed. But in the end won’t matter as 

town doesn’t enforce bylaws anyways. Favouritism seems to occur on bylaws.” 

 “I do not agree with allowing poultry in town. If they are allowed, maybe you can think about a 

sheep for lawn mowing and I would like an alpaca for a pet.” 

 “There are enough old hens in Castor – please no more! Concerned about noise, smell, and 

down grading of our town appearance.” 

 “Let them raise chickens.” 

 “No roosters” 

 


